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ASX Announcement
21 September 2020
Openpay reports record Active Plans and Customers for August 2020 and
goes live with Openpay for Business
Key highlights
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Record growth in August 2020 across leading indicators:
o Active Plans up 237% - new record - relative to pcp 1;
o Active Customers up 147% - new record - relative to pcp; and
o Active Merchants up 40% relative to pcp
Total Transaction Value (TTV) in August was $22.7m, up 88% vs pcp; revenue was $2.0m, vs $1.2m in August
2019, an increase of 63%. Net Bad Debts as a percentage of TTV have remained stable at 1.53%
Openpay plan mix is strongly skewed to comparatively longer-term and higher-value plans with plans 3
months and longer accounting for 91% of TTV as at end FY20; longer plan lengths (3- to 5-months) were the
most prevalent plan structure across the Company’s key verticals including Retail
Significant merchant wins in Australia across verticals, strategic partnership with veterinary software
provider, ezyVet in Healthcare, and launch of JD Sports Australia, complementing existing UK partnership
In the UK, signing with global e-commerce technology group and brand owner The Hut Group (THG); and
Shopto and Fulham Football Club as a result of our partnership with Retail & Sports Systems
Go live of Openpay for Business with Woolworths started in September, with gradual roll-out planned over
the next few months

MELBOURNE Australia, 21 September 2020: ‘Buy now. Pay smarter.’ company, Openpay Group Ltd (ASX: OPY)
(Openpay or the Company) is pleased to provide investors with a trading update on its August 2020 business
performance, with record growth in Active Plans and Active Customers and a strong uplift in revenues.
Openpay CEO, Michael Eidel commented: “Openpay has continued its robust start to FY21 with strong growth across
leading indicators again in August, despite ongoing macroeconomic uncertainty and continued stage 4 restrictions
in Victoria. We have continued to closely support merchants and customers affected by the lockdown and have
ensured that our staff continue to operate safely from home. As consumers continued to seek better ways to
structure purchases across their lifestyle needs, we again saw a strong surge in new customers and plans during
August.”
“We have seen strong competitive dynamics in major retail and consumer markets around the globe over the last
few months. Openpay welcomes new competition as it demonstrates the global potential of BNPL as a preferred
new payment option. Building on our strongly differentiated approach, there continues to be significant growth
potential for Openpay, with our flexible payment plans, our focus on specialised verticals, and our finance savvy
customer demographic. In FY20, we saw very strong usage of Active Plans by Active Customers in our ‘sweet spot’
of longer-term and higher-value plans: 3- to 5-month plans contributed 54% of TTV and 6+ month plans 37% of TTV.
Only 9% of TTV has come from our 2-month plans in the highly competitive area of plans with up to two months
duration.”
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Continued strong growth - with August setting new records for Active Plans and Active Customers
Openpay continued to experience strong growth across its leading indicators in August despite challenging
circumstances with the ongoing stage 4 restrictions in Victoria.
As at the end of August 2020, more than 986k Active Plans had been recorded in Australia and the UK, up 237%
versus pcp. Openpay finished the month with more than 359k Active Customers, achieving a growth rate of 147%
vs pcp.
Number of Active Plans

Number of Active Customers

Significant merchant wins across existing and new verticals
In August, we signed JD Sports Australia in the Retail vertical, complementing our existing agreement with JD Sports
in the UK market and demonstrating Openpay’s capability to serve leading enterprise retailers across multiple
regions.
In early September, we also announced a partnership and went live with leading veterinary software provider,
ezyVet to provide payments solutions for veterinary care. ezyVet is a well-established and innovative cloud-based
practice management software used by vet practices globally, with considerable market penetration in the AsiaPacific region.
According to ezyVet’s CFO Pete Brown: “when it comes to healthcare and economics, timing is everything. If your
dog gets sick you need money fast. This partnership with Openpay is very much in line with our company
philosophy. Let the Vets do their job and leave the admin to ezyVet”.
Sample Merchant wins in August and September (to date) have included:
• In Automotive: Dunlop Super Dealers, DC Motor Group, Norris Motor Group, Thomson Motor Group,
Janrule Group and Goodyear Autocare
• In Healthcare: Class1 Orthodontics, L&F EyeCare, Blue Mountains Animal Health, Melbourne Dental Suite,
Smile Bright White, Bendigo Pets Vet, Richard Lindsay & Associates
• In Home Improvement: House of Orange
• In Retail, Surfstitch, Leading Edge, St Ali, Global Fitness and Leisure, Tender Disposals, Simply Beds, Massive
Jones, Cap-z, Waves Never Die, Dapper Lane and Urban Attitude
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In the UK, the agreement with global e-commerce technology group and brand owner The Hut Group will
see Openpay offer its ‘Buy now. Pay smarter.’ plans across THG brands and through their THG Ingenuity
proprietary, end-to-end technology and operating platform later this year
New UK launches include Watch Nation, Tessuti, Shopto and Fulham Football Club through our partnership
with Retail & Sports Systems.

Total Active Merchants as at the end of August was 2,250 up 40% on pcp.
Number of Active Merchants

Continued strong momentum in financial performance in August
TTV grew by 88% vs pcp ($12.1m in August 2019) to $22.7m. The main growth drivers were the continued
accelerated growth in e-commerce in Australia and strong increase in UK trading volumes. Whilst August has been
another very strong month for e-commerce in Retail, trading volumes particularly in the online Automotive and
Healthcare verticals (where businesses are mostly in-store) have increased as well. Openpay continues to offer
support to its merchants and customers who we make a difference for, as Stage 4 restrictions continue in Victoria.
Revenues for the month grew by 63% vs pcp ($1.2m in August 2019) to $2.0m. Net Bad Debts in August as a
percentage of TTV remained stable at 1.53% versus 1.54% in July. This outcome confirms the material positive
impact of improvements made to Openpay’s Automated Risk Management (ARM) system in March.
Total Transaction Value

Revenue
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Strong differentiation through attractive longer-term and higher-value plans
Recently, the BNPL sector has seen some further market entrants, which confirm the enormous potential of this
new way to pay and will lead to accelerated proliferation. Whilst these new providers focus on plan durations of 6
weeks, Openpay’s finance savvy customers, who use our product as a budgeting tool, continue to be particularly
attracted by our longer-term, higher-value plans across all industry verticals, including Retail. In FY20, longer-term
and higher-value plans with plans 3 months and longer accounted for 91% of TTV. Openpay’s 3- to 5-month plans
made up more than half of TTV at 54%. The plans with 6+ months duration contributed to 37% of TTV. Two-month
plans, where the market has seen a significant increase in competitive dynamics over the past few months,
contributed only 9% of Openpay’s TTV.
Proportion of TTV by plan duration

In Retail, with its significantly lower Average Transaction Value (ATV) than the specialised verticals of Automotive,
Healthcare and Home Improvement, Openpay’s 3 to 5-month plans made up the majority of TTV (73%) as customers
take advantage of the opportunity to spread instalments over a longer period of time, particularly for products with
a higher ATV. The average plan length was 3.5 months, with an ATV of $201, highlighting Openpay’s differentiation
within the Retail vertical towards longer-term plans.
In Automotive, 6-month and longer plans accounted for 71% of total Active Plans in FY20 while 3 to 5-month plans
were 20%. The average plan length was 5.3 months, with an ATV of $782. In Healthcare, 6-month and longer plans
were 73% of total Active Plans while 3 to 5-month plans accounted for 22%. The average plan length was 5.6
months, with an ATV of $949. In the Home Improvement vertical, 6-month and longer plans accounted for 96% of
Active Plans. The average plan length was 14.3 months, with an ATV of $3,919.
Go live of Openpay for Business
Openpay has gone live with Openpay for Business, the business trade account management platform that provides
an end-to-end, fully digitised solution, from account activation and transactions to remittance and reconciliation. It
provides a seamless customer experience for business account shopping online and instore, enabling companies to
improve their B2B offering.
To date, the B2B market, which is considerably different to the widely serviced business to consumer (B2C) market,
has not been systematically addressed by most of the existing BNPL players. The Openpay for Business Software-
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as-a-Service (SaaS) solution for business and trade customers (B2B) provides the unique opportunity for Openpay
to become a provider of choice in the multi-trillion dollar Australian and international markets for B2B payments.
In September, the solution was switched on with major Australian retailer, Woolworths Group Limited (ASX: WOW).
Woolworths Group is exclusively offering Openpay’s SaaS solution across its payments and digital platform, as part
of its Woolworths at Work solution. Openpay for Business will be accessible to trade and business customers
including not-for-profit organisations, charities, government agencies, schools and businesses. The platform will
enable these organisations to gain operational efficiencies by making purchasing simpler and easier, so they can
focus on their core business activities, whilst allowing Woolworths at Work to deliver consumables and essential
products.
Authorised by
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Openpay Group Ltd
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About Openpay - see more at openpay.com.au
Openpay Group Ltd (ASX: OPY) is a well-established player in the fast-growing global market for ‘Buy now pay later’
(BNPL) payment solutions. Openpay partners with merchants to provide BNPL repayment plans to customers instore, in-app and online. Openpay’s BNPL offering allows customers to purchase what they want and need while
spreading repayments over time with no interest costs.
By providing flexible payment solutions to customers, Openpay’s BNPL offering also facilitates increased transaction
values and conversion rates for merchants at checkout.
Openpay provides services to Customers and Merchants in Australia, United Kingdom and New Zealand.
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